Tips for Supporting

Your Beginning Reader
Hear Your Reader: New readers
need to read aloud, so they hear
themselves and you can hear when
to offer them help.
Stop and Wait: Don't automatically
tell your child the word they are
stuck on. Wait five seconds to allow
your reader a moment to try to
figure the word out on their own.
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Did you know that all KGBSD children
have a library that can be used at the
Public Library?
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Lots of Books: Make sure your
reader has access to lots of great
books. You can do this by taking
them to the library. There the
librarians can help you find the
perfect book to meet your child's
needs.
Read Together: Make sure to
continue to read together every day.
Take turns reading aloud.

Beginning
Reader
Books

To find these tiles and

more visit the library.

FROG AND TOAD ARE
FRIENDS
BY ARNOLD LOBEL

FOX THE TIGER
BY COREY TABOR
Fun-loving, mischievous Fox wishes he
were a tiger. Tigers are big and fast
and sneaky. So he decides to become
one!Soon Turtle and Rabbit are joining
in the fun. But will Fox want to be a
tiger forever?

A PIG, A FOX, AND A BOX!
BY JONATHAN FENSKE

GO, DOG. GO!
BY P.D. EASTMAN
From big dogs and little dogs to red,
green, and blue dogs, dogs going up and
dogs going fast . . . who knew dogs were
so busy? And laughter will ensue at the
repeated question "Do you like my hat?"

Jonathan Fenske tells three humorous
stories of two friends, Pig and Fox, and GARDEN DAY!
BY CANDICE RANSOM
their shenanigans with a cardboard box
It's springtime, and the perfect day to
(all of which involved Pig accidentally
plant a garden! The brother and sister
crushing Fox in the box).
plant peas in their backyard. Read
along as they dig holes, water the plants,
HI! FLY GUY
BY TEDD ARNOLD
and build a scarecrow with their
parents!
Boy and fly meet and so begins a
beautiful friendship. Er, and so begins
a very funny friendship.

THE COOKIE FIASCO
BY DAN SANTAT

Four friends. Three cookies. One
problem. Hippo, Croc, and the Squirrels
are determined to have equal cookies
for all! But how? There are only three
cookies . . . and four of them!

From writing letters to going swimming,
telling stories to finding lost buttons,
Frog and Toad are always there for
each other--just as best friends should
be.

WAITING IS NOT EASY!
BY MO WILLEMS
Gerald is careful. Piggie is not. Piggie
cannot help smiling. Gerald can.
Gerald worries so that Piggie does not
have to. Gerald and Piggie are best
friends.

HENRY AND MUDGE
BY CYNTHIA RYLANT
Henry, feeling lonely on a street
without any other children, finds
companionship and love in a big dog
named Mudge.

